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Abstract: This article addresses the generic dynamic decision problem of how to achieve sustained
market growth by increasing two interdependent organizational resources needed (1) to increase
and (2) to sustain demand. The speed and costs of increasing each resource are different. Failure to
account for this difference leads to policies that drive a quick increase of demand followed by decline.
Three generic policies derived from the literature have been implemented in a system dynamics
model. Simulation shows that they all can generate sustained exponential growth but differ in
performance: even policies criticized in the literature for provoking overshoot and collapse can drive
sustained growth. This leads to questions for further research regarding (1) the set of generic policies
and its structure and (2) concerning the reasoning of human decision-makers when choosing between
such policies and the salience of important but easily overlooked features of the decision situation.
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1. Introduction

Resources—A Simulation Study and

This article proposes a theoretical examination of generic policies for a dynamical
problem faced by decision-makers in growth-oriented organizations: achieve and sustain
growth through the development of necessary and interdependent organizational resources.
The relationship between resources and the production of goods to satisfy needs and wants
is a fundamental part of economic thought. In management and business administration,
the relationship between resources and the strategic development of firms is inquired by
the so-called resource-based view [1–6]. An essential idea in the resource-based view is
that an organization’s performance depends on the availability of resources—material or
immaterial—required for processes. Managers must make sure that sufficient resources
are available [7]. For growth-oriented organizations, this implies the need to develop such
resources in the future [2,8–10]: the stock of these resources must increase over time.
The dynamic nature of this task is already challenging because of the interdependencies between them, but its complexity increases when different resources grow at different
speeds [11]. In such cases, their trajectories react to one another in counter-intuitive ways:
decision-makers build mental models of the situation’s structure which contain flaws like
the “misperception of feedback” [12–15] or mentally infer incorrect behavioral implications
like in the case of the “stock and flow error” [16–22]. Such flawed mental models lead
to policies that drive the system into an initial phase of strong and exponential growth
followed by a crisis and decline often referred to as “boom and bust” [23]. “Boom and
bust” is a special case of “overshoot and collapse”—a type of causal structure that captures
problems of sustainability [23–27]. Such unsustainable decisions happen not only in reallife situations, but also in very simplified laboratory situations involving only a reduced
number of resources and interdependencies [12,13]. Reducing the number of features
to a minimum needed to focus a specific type of phenomenon is a strategy for helping
practitioners gain insight [28–31] and it allows researchers to study specific phenomena in
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controlled circumstances [32]—even if the inquired decision situations can impose a limit
to simplification [33,34]. This strategy has allowed to make the case of “misperception of
feedback” and later the “stock-and-flow error” [16–22,35,36]; here, it allows to critically
re-examine generic decision policies that have been discussed in this area of research.
Emphasis will be on naïve decision-makers without specific preparation for interacting
with dynamically complex systems; such decision-makers are likely to develop and follow intuitive policies. The study of such policies in laboratory experiments is a current
topic [37], but comparing their performance directly with optimal policies may lead to the
impression that naïve decision-makers perform disappointingly [13].
This article argues it is useful to conceive of generic policies, each representing a class
of specific policies sharing a fundamental reasoning but operationalizing it in distinct ways.
There ought to be a benchmark outcome for each generic policy, so specific policies followed by
participants in experiments can be compared to that benchmark of their respective generic
policy class. Such generic policies and a benchmark outcome have not been discussed yet.
This article contributes to filling this gap by identifying three generic policies and proposing
a benchmark outcome.
The generic policies discussed here refer to the simplest possible case of interdependent organizational resources, which comprises three internal and one external resource.
The first internal resource is used to increase demand and represents the variety of marketing and advertising activities; it will be referred to as salesforce to avoid unnecessarily
abstract language. The second internal resource—production capacity—summarizes all that
is necessary to deliver according to the demand, so that customers will not be deceived and
shift their demand to competitors. The third resource is external: demand is a sign of the
customers’ satisfaction—the organization cannot directly control it, but it is necessary to
keep the organization going [38]. Financial resources are the fourth resource (internal); they
are a consequence of demand and necessary to fund the salesforce and production capacity.
The three generic policies are:
1.
2.
3.

Generic policy GP1: Drive growth through increases of the salesforce and adjust
production capacity as needed.
Generic policy GP2: Drive growth by investing in production capacity and adjust
salesforce as needed.
Generic policy GP3: Drive growth through simultaneous and harmonic increases of
both salesforce and production capacity.

Generic policy GP1. If the salesforce can grow faster than the production capacity, it may
be intuitive to use the salesforce as a driver for growth and adjust the production capacity
as necessary. For many small and medium enterprises—especially in the developing
world—the investments necessary to increase production capacity are huge and risky: one
must mobilize financial resources incurring and long-term obligations without having the
certainty of a sustained growth in demand. However, a policy that increases the salesforce
and postpones increasing production capacity until the increased demand puts significant
stress on the production capacity. It may not adjust the production capacity on time, deceiving
customers and then facing a decreased demand when eventually the production capacity has
grown [39,40].
Generic policy GP2. For growth-oriented companies that are not afraid of this risk,
have huge fundraising possibilities, or important capital reserves, early and substantial
investment incapacity has been recommended because of several reinforcing effects enabling sustained competitive advantage; there is a thin line between getting big fast and
getting too big too fast [24,41–43]. The importance of developing sufficient capacity has been
stressed [41], but “overshoot and collapse” as well as other cyclic instabilities continue to
challenge managers. The delicate balance between the firm’s resources is still an important
issue management education [40].
The perception and relative importance attributed of (1) the risk of long-term depth
and financial hardship and (2) the risk of failing to increase the capacity on time will depend
on the particular context of an organization’ founder or manager. Some may perceive
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the first risk more clearly than the second one, others may perceive both risks but value
them differently. The studies concerned with the “misperception of feedback” suggest that
individuals do not perceive the second risk because of the time delays.
Generic policy GP3. When prompted to choose one of these two policies, naïve
individuals (without specialized knowledge) may also suggest that they would rather not
use salesforce or production capacity as growth driver and adjust the respective other resource
but drive the increase of both resources in the same way as maintaining the necessary
synchronization.
Each of the generic policies GP1, GP2, and GP3 has been operationalized as specific
policies P1, P2, and P3 (when the text mentions “policy,” it is shorthand for “specific policy”)
and implemented as a simulation model inspired by a classic system dynamics model
which is prominent in system dynamics and management education [39,40]. Comparison of
the resource behaviors over time and the performance in terms of growth reveal that all three
generic policies can generate an itinerary of sustained exponential growth, albeit policy
GP2 allows to reach a stronger acceleration and much higher performance. This suggests
that neither of these policies can avoid a “boom and bust” pattern if decision-makers can
implement the chosen policy with carefully chosen parameter values.
The contribution of this article is therefore that all three generic policies can achieve
sustained growth and do not necessarily lead to overshoot and decline or other undesired
behaviors emphasized in the extant system dynamics literature. Despite the stronger
performance of policy GP2, which implies the risks inherent of huge investments in the
resource that grows only slowly, GP1 and GP2 are reasonable alternatives for decisionmakers who prefer to avoid these risks. Due to the theoretical nature of this study, this
contribution should be taken as conceptually valid but awaiting empirical data, and the
system dynamics model used here is freely available for lab experiments.
The remainder of the article starts with a section which introduces a stylized decision
situation involving three resources and the relationships between them, outlining the three
generic policies. The ensuing section presents the specific features of the decision situation
used in the simulation model and compares the results obtained by each of the policies.
Based on these results, the fourth section proposes a revision of how the generic policies
have been interpreted in previous studies, leading to a series of questions for theoretic and
empirical research.
2. Theory: A Three-Loop System
2.1. The Structure and Dynamics of a Three-Resource System
Consider a system comprising two agents: a company and customers. The company
supplies a product that customers need or want, and the customers compensate the company with a payment, which is what the company needs or wants. Each of the two agents
has something that the respective other agent wants and wants something that the other
agent has. Both will interact as long as this relationship is reciprocal. If the company has
been recently created, the relationship does not exist yet because the customers do not know
that the company can supply something they want. Therefore, one of the challenges for the
company is letting the customers know and desire the product. The necessary processes
will only take place if the company has sufficient salesforce to fuel them. Assuming these
processes are successful, the company will perceive an increasing demand for their products.
Now, this growing demand must be satisfied. Again, the necessary processes will only take
place if the company has sufficient production capacity. Failing to produce and deliver will
lead to a decrease in demand.
This fundamental structure can be conceptualized as a dynamic system as illustrated
in Figure 1, where each of the agents is represented as a dotted rectangle: the company (left)
and the customers (right). The figure contains a causal loop diagram [44,45] comprising
feedback loops, variables, and causal links which are part of the decision situation regardless of decision-makers’ policies. Loops are marked by a circular symbol containing a letter
“R” for reinforcing feedback and a “B” for balancing feedback. Two kinds of variables
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are visually distinguished: stocks appear in solid rectangles, and other variables simply
appear with their name. The arrows between variables are causal links with a polarity sign
and a delay mark where the relationship between two variables is delayed with respect
to the other relationships. Positive polarity means that when the independent variable
increases/decreases, the dependent variable’s behavior will change upwards/downwards.
When an increase/decrease in the independent variable leads to a downward/upward
change of the dependent variable’s behavior, polarity is negative.

Figure 1

Figure 1. The fundamental structure of the system with two critical internal resources.

In Figure 1, both agents interact through two variables: the customers signal their
satisfaction through their demand and perceive the company’s performance level. Loop B1
represents the customers’ reaction to the performance level they perceive. The process
of perceiving consists of gradually adjusting the perceived level to new signals over
time. Changes in the performance level will take some time to trigger the corresponding
changes in the level of satisfaction, which will slowly respond to an increasing or decreasing
performance level by an increase or a decrease of satisfaction. Increasing satisfaction leads
to increasing demand, just as a decrease in satisfaction triggers a decrease of demand. The
relationship between demand and performance level is different: an increase in demand will
lead to a decrease in the performance level, given the current production resources. This also
means that a decrease in demand helps to increase the performance level. Therefore, when
customers turn away from a company and the demand decreases, this is one way to correct
problems at the performance level. However, from the standpoint of the company, this is
an external correction—it cannot be directly controlled—a loss is the opposite of what a
growth-oriented company aims for.
Inside the company, increasing demand leads to an increase in financial resources and
decreasing the demand leaves the company with less financial resources than would have
been the case otherwise. Other than this relationship and the causal influence of production
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capacity on the performance level and of the salesforce on demand, nothing is specified: the
way how the company reacts to changes in its financial resources and how it will steer the
two resources driving its relationship with its customers will be specified by the policies.
The three distinct possibilities for steering each of the two resources are three different
ways to connect salesforce and production capacity to demand, creating two feedback loops
connected to the “customers react” loop. Growth drivers are self-reinforcing processes
based on reinforcing feedback loops, whereas adjustments are control processes driven
by balancing feedback loops [44]. Therefore, the generic policies are formulated as three
different pairs of feedback loops, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The three generic policies are based on three different pairs of feedback loops around
salesforce and production capacity.
Generic Policy
GP1
GP2
GP3

Resource
Salesforce

Production Capacity

Reinforcing
Balancing
Reinforcing

Balancing
Reinforcing
Reinforcing

Regardless of which generic policy steers salesforce and production capacity, both resources are interdependent. An increase of the salesforce stronger than the increase of
production capacity will put stress on production capacity, making it ever more urgent to increase production capacity because the additional demand decreases the performance level and
risks to lead to decreasing satisfaction and demand soon. An increase of production capacity
stronger than the increase of the salesforce will have two consequences: (1) It puts stress on
the current salesforce to generate the additional demand which can now be attended to;
and (2) it makes it easier to recruit additional salespeople because the increased capacity will
cause satisfaction to increase, which increases demand and leads to increased sales revenues,
also increasing financial resources and the budget for salesforce salaries.
2.2. Different Generic Policies to Develop Resources in This Context
2.2.1. Generic Policy GP1: Drive Demand Growth with the Salesforce and Adjust Production
Capacity When Needed
Policy GP1 consists of one set of rules for salesforce development which operate as
a reinforcing feedback loop which we will refer to as R1, and another set of rules for
developing production capacity which is a balancing loop with the identifier B2.
The reinforcing loop “increase demand” (R1) contains the positive link from demand
to financial resources. Any increase or decrease in the stock of financial resources triggers
a change with the same sign in the salesforce: more money automatically leads to more
salespeople and decreasing financial resources entail decreasing salesforce. Changes in the
salesforce cause changes of demand with the same sign: an increased or decreased number of
salespeople always leads to an increase or decrease in demand. This loop is reinforcing and
will always accelerate change in the direction of increase or decrease unless this behavior is
limited by other factors. However, there are two more loops connected to it—directly or
indirectly, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1

Figure 2. Salesforce drives demand and production capacity is adjusted.

1

Figure 2 also shows the “sustain demand” loop (B2), which is internal to the company
and sensitive to the performance level. The company compares the available observations of
the performance level to a desired performance level. The delay between actual performance
level and its perception by the company is because of the regular administrative processes.
If the company perceives a gap between the desired and the observed performance level, it
will adjust its production capacity. For instance, if the performance level has decreased, then
the perceived gap increases, and therefore production capacity will be added to current stock.
Increases in the observed performance level will reduce the gap, and it is even possible that a
surplus of production capacity constitutes a negative gap, leading to a reduction or production
capacity—a way to reduce costs that are apparently unnecessary. As argued earlier, the
decision-maker can perceive this as less risky than making important investments in
production capacity before demand actually increases. In such a case, it seems logical for the
company to be cautious with the financial resources and therefore to only correct decreases
in the performance level by increasing the production capacity.
Any additional production capacity must be ordered, constructed, mounted, and put
into service before it can be used: there will be a sizable delay. As soon as the additional
production capacity goes online, the company’s performance level will increase (momentarily
assuming an unchanging demand). This is a balancing loop that will control the level of
production capacity, such as to keep performance level close to the desired performance level.
The “sustain demand” loop (B2) is linked with the “customers react” loop (B1) by the
performance level. Both loops use one variable to control the performance level. The company
needs to correct performance level gaps before customers will adjust their satisfaction level:
if the satisfaction level can decrease quicker than the production capacity can be increased,
internal corrections to the production capacity will come too late. Moreover, note that there
will be no increases of the production capacity unless a gap is perceived. This can only
happen when demand grows faster than the production capacity—for a constant level of these
resources, any increase of demand has this effect. It can even happen that a strong reaction
of the customers, entailing a strong decrease of demand, increases the performance level so
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strongly that the company erroneously detects a need to decrease its production capacity.
Since such a decrease of production capacity might also decrease the performance level, a
reinforcing process might take over: in combination, loops B1 and B2 are a reinforcing
feedback loop.
Overall, the system that is constituted by this policy risks to severely underperform
in terms of growth and even develop into a decline or collapse, as discussed in previous
publications with specific examples of this generic case [39,40].
2.2.2. Generic Policy GP2: Enable Demand Growth through Production Capacity and Adjust
the Salesforce When Possible

Figure 2

One way to avoid the vicious side of the first policy is to prioritize the increases
of the production capacity and assure that the effect of an increasing salesforce will not
unintentionally lead to a decrease in the performance level. This is a different approach to
sustaining demand, and it is shown in the following Figure 3.

Figure 3. Production capacity drives demand and salesforce is adjusted.

Figure 3.

The causal loop diagram in Figure 3 contains the same basic structure (loop B1 and
salesforce impacting the performance level through a positive causal link), but the logic
of steering the internal resources is inverted. Changes to the financial resources drive
the development of production capacity, whereas the salesforce reacts to perceived surplus
performance—a gap between the observed and the desired performance level—such as to
control the performance level. In this configuration, the “sustain demand” loop adjusts
salesforce and the “increase demand” loop drives production capacity.
This configuration will increase the salesforce only when an increase of the production
capacity has already increased the performance level, which means there is a surplus performance capacity which will remain unnecessary until additional salesforce can increase the
demand such as to press performance level back to its usual value. Where policy P1 will be
late to adjust the production capacity, policy P2 accepts the effect of spending “too much”
money for production capacity—as compared to the level of demand—a sacrifice for being
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able to produce sufficiently once the increased salesforce has led to a demand which with
fully require the increased production capacity. The fact that the “customers react” loop is
quicker to impact performance level than the “sustain demand” loop is not a danger here
because changes to satisfaction will only be triggered when the change of production capacity
has already happened. For decision-makers who do not mind the perceived risk of being
unable to increase demand sufficiently, being able to avoid a loss of satisfaction caused by
insufficient production capacity will make policy P2 attractive.
So, even though P2 can generate sustained and accelerating increases of demand, it
also contains the possibility of an accelerating decrease.
2.2.3. Generic Policy GP3: Drive and Enable Growth Simultaneously
Decision-makers who are aware of the risk inherent in policy P1 and find themselves
unable or unwilling to make important investments ahead of possible increases of demand
(P2) may consider a third possibility: use increases in financial resources to increase the
and production capacity simultaneously. This logic is shown by the causal loop
Figuresalesforce
3.
diagram in the following Figure 4.

Figure 4. Salesforce and production capacity simultaneously drive demand.

The structure shown in Figure 4 conserves the “customers react loop.” The causal link
Figurefrom
4. demand to performance level belongs to two different loops, and so does the link from
demand to financial resources. Now, both loops internal to the company are reinforcing in
nature. The company’s logic of steering the salesforce is the same as in policy P1, and its way
to steer production capacity is the same as in policy P2. Since “increase demand by SF” (R1) as
well “increase demand by PC” (R2) are reinforcing, it can indeed happen that the potential
decrease of performance level in response to an increased demand is exactly compensated for
by the effect of additional production capacity on the performance level. Therefore, demand
could indeed grow quickly—accelerating—and be sustainable. Achieving such steady
and accelerating growth requires that the company be able to determine which fraction
of additional financial resources is used for salesforce and which fraction is to be used for
production capacity. Of course, such a growth would still be limited by overall size of the
market and the market share captured by the company. However, this limitation is the
same for all three policies, and unless the limit is reached, its theoretical existence does not
make a difference through the choice among these three policies.

2
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3. Method
3.1. Description of the Specific Decision Situation Used in the Simulation
Section 2 has discussed the generic policies GP1, GP2, and GP3. In the current section,
specific policies P1, P2, and P3 will be introduced as an operational instance for each
generic policy. Each policy will be simulated, and its behavior and performance analyzed
and later used to compare the generic policies. This subsection introduces the necessary
details of each policy; aspects beyond the scope of this discussion of the policies discussed
here can be interactively examined using the freely available on-line simulator described in
Appendix A, and the exact formulation of the simulation model is reported in Appendix C.
The following description of the decision task contains the aspects needed for the
theoretic inquiry discussed here; a more detailed description for hypothetical participants
in an experiment is provided in the Supplementary Materials. Decision-makers take the role
of a manager who has been recruited by a young company which produces and distributes
customized watches. The manager will be responsible for a new division which has been
launched recently with a planning horizon of around 10 years. The short-term goal is to
achieve a strong and sustained growth in terms of sales over a period of 50 weeks. When
taking office, there are 40 salespeople and up to 1512 weekly watches can be produced.
For the sake of simplification, customers are assumed to care only for the delivery
delay—the number of weeks between placing an order and the delivery of the watch—with
a delivery delay of two weeks. This delay assures that salespeople can sell at 90% of their
maximum productivity: 9 new orders per week. The company might increase customers’
willingness to buy to 100% by becoming quicker to deliver, but the loss of demand caused
by becoming slower to deliver is more drastic. It follows that the price of €431 does not
bother customers, and therefore the price stays constant during the entire game. The initial
weekly production capacity of 1512 watches (with 21 shifts) assures that the open orders—720
at the beginning—can be delivered in this delay, and the salesforce of 40 individuals will be
able to produce 360 new orders per week.
Each week, several decisions must be taken. The first is the recruitment or layoff
of salespeople. Recruiting salespeople takes somewhere between one and four weeks
depending on the number of salespeople to be recruited. To simplify, €3000 is the fixed
salary for all salespeople (no incentives), and they all have the same productivity, being
able to bring in a maximum of 10 new orders per week. The salesforce is limited by a budget
rule: not over 25% of expected sales revenue can be used for salesforce salary. If there has
been an increased number of deliveries, 25% of the additional revenue will be available for
recruitment, and the manager decides which percentage of this to use.
For production (including delivery), the weekly number of producible watches depends
on the production capacity and on the capacity utilization fraction (CUF), which is the actual
weekly number of shifts divided by the maximum weekly number of 21 shifts (3 shifts for
7 days): the number of daily shifts times the number of labor days per week. Late or night
shifts and work on weekends cause increased salary costs. But modulating the CUF allows
to increase effective production without investing in additional production capacity up to a
certain point. There is a capacity construction delay of eight weeks: capacity orders in week
w will only come online in week w + 8.
There’s also a budget limit for spending money on capacity increases: participants
are informed of a maximum weekly amount and can decide which percentage of this
to use. This additional capacity spending is determined by the difference between the
production capacity needed to produce and deliver 50% of the open orders (such as to assure
delivery in two weeks) and the current production capacity, multiplied by the unit cost of
production capacity. Note that this allows the manager to order all additional production
capacity needed to maintain the delivery delay—or less. Additional production capacity for
1 weekly watch costs €20,000 and works for 8 years, which is equivalent to 416 watches.
This makes roughly €48 per watch. The total costs for producing and selling one watch
range from €283.33 to €333.33, depending on the capacity utilization fraction.
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When the fourth loop (eroding goals) and the discount of funds for additional production capacity are taken away, the behavior changes as displayed in Figure 6.
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reach up to 1700 monthly new orders, while around 1000 monthly watches are producible.
desired delivery delay. The increased delivery delay turns customers off and a constant number
Even in these conditions, the policy fails to steer the company on an itinerary where deof salespeople will generate less new orders, implying increased salary costs per unit sold.
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The reasoning is represented by the five following simple equations:
Desirable deliveries = open orders/desired delivery delay

(1)

Theoretically producible = total production capacity * capacity utilization fraction

(2)
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Capacity fractional effort = (desirable deliveries/theoretically producible)/2

(3)

Capacity indicated by effort = total production capacity * (1 + capacity fractional effort)

(4)

Capacity adjustment indicated by effort = capacity indicated by effort − total production capacity

(5)

A stress level of, for instance, 5% would suggest that 5% additional production capacity
needs to be ordered. Decision-makers can take such a recommendation into account, but
they are not forced to fully do so: it can be applied partially as well as fully. There are
different ways to use this reasoning, as discussed in the following subsections.
3.2.3. Specific Policy P1
A player who follows policy GP1 would want to use 100% of the available budget for
reinforcing the salesforce and order additional production capacity as needed. “As needed”
needs to be specified in detail. One intuitive possibility is to react to resulting increases
in the delivery delay, but this is a reactive tactic which requires the decision-maker to wait
until the delivery delay increases before it can be corrected. The abovementioned possibility
calculates the additional production capacity required to produce the additional new orders
to be expected due to the new salespeople.
Note that both alternatives make no mention of the different delays for actually
becoming able to use the additional salesforce and the additional production capacity. The
question arises if even the second possibility—presumably less reactive—implies the risk of
overselling and under-producing. For instance, if the company looks for an additional 20%
salespeople—an increase from 40 to 50 individuals—this will only take one week. As soon
as these new salespeople place their 90 weekly new orders, 45 additional units of production
capacity are needed. But if they have been ordered together with the additional salesforce,
seven more weeks will pass before these capacity units come online. In the meantime, 630
additional new orders would have been added to the open orders, progressively increasing
the delivery delay. Since the perception process of customers takes less time than building
the new production capacity, demand would already have diminished, so that there would be
less than 630 additional new orders: the “customers react” loop would correct the problem
of insufficient production capacity before the company can do so.
Additional complexity comes from the fact that increases of the capacity utilization
fraction also can absorb a certain amount of additional new orders. But as the weekly number
of shifts approaches 21, this possibility melts away. Still, it is useful as a short-term absorber
of the relatively sluggish growth speed of production capacity, but not as a replacement for
investments in additional capacity.
However, simulation reveals that policy P1 avoids this risk. If the decision-maker
(1) always uses the full salesforce recruitment budget and (2) always orders additional
production capacity such that the resulting total production capacity would be sufficient to
produce and deliver all open orders within the regular delivery delay (assuming 100% capacity
utilization fraction), then sales, salesforce and production capacity would display a slightly
accelerating (exponential) growth at a constant delivery delay of two weeks, as shown in
Figure 7.
Figure 7 also shows that the production capacity exceeds the quantity of theoretically
sellable watches, and increasingly so. The specific behavior and numeric values displayed
depend on a policy implementation fraction: how strongly the decision-maker converts the
recommended change of production capacity in actual orders of additional capacity. On
a scale from 0 to 1, a value of 0.2 leads to the lowest amount of overcapacity without
diminishing the total number of watches sold (0.1 leads to under-investing in production
capacity and would not be sustainable after the end of the year; the simulator described in
Appendix A allows to explore the behavior and performance according to varying values
of the policy implementation fraction). The company would therefore not need to run all
21 weekly shifts (CUF = 100%) to produce sufficiently.
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However, the delivery delay would increase to 3.5 and 5.3 weeks instead of 2 weeks, indicating that there is overcapacity and too much money has been invested in production capacity;
additionally, the productivity of salespeople would sink from the usual 90% to 60% and 30%,
implying an increase in the sales force salary costs for selling one watch. Decision-makers
who follow general policy GP1 are likely to avoid increased costs, and especially so if
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Players who reason according to generic policy GP2 will want to apply 100% of the
feasible increase of production capacity and recruit additional salespeople as needed to
avoid that the additional capacity remains idle. Overcapacity would mean that the
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This will avoid over-recruiting like in policy P1. However, the upper limit for additional production capacity depends on the relationship between the current total production
capacity and the one needed according to the number of open orders. So, if there is no or
only little growth in new orders, only little additional production capacity can be ordered.
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Figure 9 shows that the delivery delay is 2 weeks during the entire year. The salesforce
reaches 12,656 individuals, being able to sell 113,907 watches for a production capacity
of 118,860 watches per week. This means only 4% overcapacity at the end of the year
(implying the company must stick to 21 weekly shifts), and the accumulated overcapacity
is 65,959. The accumulated deliveries amount to 823,596 watches, which is almost 50 times
the baseline sales and implies a monthly growth rate of 38%. The stream of decisions
concerning production capacity is as smooth as for policy GP1, but policy GP2 also generates
a smooth stream of salesforce recruitment decisions.
This strong acceleration is enabled by the way how salesforce recruitment happens
under P2. Whereas P1 steers this recruitment using the allocated budget, P2 depends on
the theoretic excess production capacity (Equation (7) above). If the additional salesforce for
excess productibility (Equation (8)) is greater than the payable additional salesforce, then P2 will
generate a higher number of salespeople than P1. Indeed, comparison of the salesforce
costs for P1 and P2, respectively, reveals a difference right from the first week on, as shown
in the following Table 2. The table displays time in rows and contains the salesforce salary
costs of the initial four weeks under policies P1 and P2 as columns. Some additional values
of the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries (which by default is equal to 25%) for P1 lead
to different behaviors: columns P1 50% and P1 75% show the costs when policy P1 is
followed assuming that the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries be 50% and 75%, respectively.
Column P2 limited refers to using policy P2 but limiting the recruitment by the payable
additional salesforce under the regular revenue fraction for salesforce salaries of 25% (that is,
like in policy P1).
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Table 2. Salesforce salary costs during the first four weeks under diverse policies and values for revenue
fraction for salesforce salaries.
Week

P1

P2

P1 50%

P1 75%

P2 Limited

1
2
3
4

30,000
31,875
35,625
39,375

30,000
37,031
45,938
52,125

30,000
35,531
45,750
59,344

30,000
36,844
48,844
65,156

30,000
31,875
35,625
39,375

All policies start under the same initial conditions in week 1, where the salary costs
are EUR 30,000. Starting in week 2, P2 recruits more new salespeople than P1, and after
four weeks, this difference is approximately 25%. Therefore, more salespeople are selling
and make orders grow, which then enables to further increase the production capacity. This
means that the reinforcing “increase demand” loop (R2) around production capacity drives
the balancing “sustain demand” loop (B2) around the salesforce along its accelerating
growth itinerary.
The previous section on P1 has discussed that the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries
could in principle be increased by 50% or even 75%. Table 2 shows that this would generate
a similar increase of the salesforce, as becomes visible from the salesforce salary costs in the
third and fourth column of Table 2. However, the increase in costs—containing the costs of
overcapacity and decreased salesforce productivity—make it unlikely that such an increase of
the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries would be made by decision-makers who prefer GP1.
The last column of Table 2 shows what would happen if salesforce recruitment was
limited to the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries of 25% which is used in P1 and P3.
The salesforce would behave exactly like under policy P1; at the end of the year, 398
salespeople could theoretically sell 3585 watches per week (at a delivery delay of 2 weeks)
but production capacity would be 16,974 watches per week, and accumulated deliveries
amount to 66,284 watches. There would be a huge overcapacity, implying that huge financial
resources have been invested in production capacity without generating sales revenue. This
shows that the quick growth under P2 can be held up and become like what happens under
policies P1 and P3, but it would be inefficient and decision-makers willing (and able) to
make big investments in production capacity would be unlikely to implement this variant
of P2.
3.2.5. Specific Policy P3
Decision-makers may use generic policy GP3 to grow the business with a convenient
pair of percentages: use r% of the maximum allowed recruitment and a% of the maximum
allowed additional production capacity. There are many such combinations, but only one will
achieve the highest accumulated number of delivered watches—which is what the decisionmaker is responsible for. One intuitive way to decide the proportion of allocated money
is to reason with the unit productivity of both resources: if ∆SF additional salespeople can
be recruited for a salesforce of SF individuals, the percentage of salesforce increase ∆SF/SF
should be the same for additional production capacity ∆PC as percentage of total (current)
production capacity PC:
∆PC/PC = ∆SF/SF.
(9)
The result can then be transformed in the amount of money needed to order ∆SF and
the amount needed for ∆PC. Following this idea with a policy implementation fraction of
0.7 (which minimizes overcapacity without reducing deliveries) in the simulation yields
similar outcomes as policy GP1, as displayed in Figure 10.

of total (current) production capacity PC:
ΔPC/PC = ΔSF/SF.
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The result can then be transformed in the amount of money needed to order ΔSF
and the amount needed for ΔPC. Following this idea with a policy implementation fraction
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Regarding the decision streams of policy GP3, Figure 11 shows that there is an initial
dip followed by a trend of moderate exponential growth with permanent week-to-week.
This happens since production capacity needs six to seven more weeks than salesforce to react
to the decisions made each week. After the initial weeks, this difference of time delays is
no longer visible in the curve, even though each increase of production capacity in the upper
graph is the consequence of a decision taken six to seven weeks earlier.
If P3 operates with alternative values for the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries, (50%
and 75% of the expected sales revenues) similar changes like with P1 can be observed. The
salesforce grows up to 9435 and 28,200 individuals, being theoretically able to sell up to
84,914 and 253,801 watches per week (summing up to 724,657 and 1,435,274 accumulated
deliveries) for a production capacity of 35,744 and 70,105 watches per week. However,
the delivery delay increases to 5.2 and 6.7 weeks—which can already be expected from
comparing the number of theoretically sellable watches to production capacity. There is too
little production capacity, which implies that salespeople can only sell 35% and 20% of what
they would ideally sell (when the delivery delay is two weeks): this increases the salesforce
salary costs per sold unit, and therefore, decision-makers following GP3 would be unlikely
to adopt such high values of the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries.
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generate sustained (exponential) sales growth, and profits would only make a difference if
two policies perform equally well in sales growth.
The results achieved by policy GP2 are huge compared to the other policies, with a
monthly growth rate four times as high. As discussed in Section 3, GP1 and GP3 could
use an increased value for the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries to yield a higher sales
growth, but this would also mean increased dis-balances between the selling capacity and
production capacity, implying inefficient allocation of (scarce) financial resources. Moreover,
increasing the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries over 30% leads to oscillating behavior of
the delivery delay, revealing that the resource-increasing decisions generate imbalances
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which are compensated for, provoking new imbalances with the opposite sign. However,
an analysis of these oscillations would be beyond the scope of the present article, and
readers are invited to explore the effects of higher values of the revenue fraction for salesforce
salaries using the on-line simulator described in Appendix A. One can also doubt whether
a monthly growth rate of 38% can ever be reached or even sustained in real life: even
if it was possible in the very short term, it would quickly attract competitors. However,
competition is, as per assumption, left out of the theoretic and stylized decision situation
studied here. However, even if the monthly growth rate was less than 38%, it would still be
higher than the growth rates reached by GP1 and GP3. It is important to note that the logic
behind policy GP2 leads to much higher growth rates, at least until the entry of competitors
changes the entire decision situation.
All three policies allow for smooth and exponential growth, even though GP2 is much
stronger, and the behavior pattern of both resources could be sustained beyond the end of
the year: even GP1 and GP2, which maintain an overcapacity, can be defended arguing
that the relative weight of the overcapacity decreases over time.
Table 3. Key features of the three stylized policies.
Specific Policy

Indicator

P1 Default

P2 Default

P3 Default

0.7
n.a.

0.6
25%

12,656
113,907
118,860
4952
4%
823,596
65,959
0
2.0
−5,700,338,232

398
3585
6200
2615
73%
66,284
68,723
0
2.0
−89,220,517

806,316
4666%
38%
806,316
Yes
Continuous
Extreme
Yes
Steady
Constant
Tes

49,004
284%
9%
49,004
Yes
Continuous
Moderate
Yes
Steady
Constant
Yes

Parameters
policy implementation fraction
revenue fraction for salesforce salaries

0.2
25%
Model Variables

Sales Force
Theoretically sellable
Production Capacity
Production capacity surplus or lack absolute
Production capacity surplus or lack relative
Accumulated deliveries
Accumulated excess production capacity
Accumulated excess salesforce
Delivery delay real
Accumulated profits

398
3585
5930
2344
65%
66,284
68,859
0
2.0
−126,630,840

Additional Indicators
Additional deliveries
Total growth in %
Monthly growth rate
Steady state deliveries at end of year
Accelerating growth
Behavior smoothness of resources
Strength of growth
Sustainable
Delivery delay behavior
Delivery delay values
Likely to be followed

49,004
284%
9%
49,004
Yes
Continuous
Moderate
Yes
Steady
Constant
Yes

Whereas the behavior seen in the “market growth” case showed an increase of the
delivery delay to almost twice the value of the desired delivery delay—even without the
“eroding goals” feedback loop and without a diminished investment in production capacity
(see Figure 6 above)—all three policies maintain the delivery delay equal to the desired
delivery delay. This implies that even policy GP1, which follows the same line of reasoning
as the “market growth” case, can be operationally specified such that production capacity is
adjusted quickly enough to avoid overselling—which would drive the delivery delay up.
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By consequence, policy GP1 is not necessarily an idea leading to unsustainable growth
followed by a decline.
A second difference in terms of delivery delay is that the three policies avoid the
oscillations observed in the “market growth” case (at least for the default value of the
revenue fraction for salesforce salaries). The fact that production capacity develops through two
stages, modeled as two sequential stocks (refer to Appendix C for the equations), means
that policy GP1 contains a second-order balancing feedback loop. When decision-makers
overlook the delay implied by one of these stocks—in this case capacity under construction—
they are led to take exaggerated decisions which later have to be compensated by further
corrections in the opposite direction, like in the classical “beer game” [14,15]. Therefore,
since policy GP1 does not generate oscillations in the operationalization simulated here, it
is not necessarily a decision rule that disregards the delay.
All three policies create a growth itinerary of at least 8% per period, and the difference
in terms of the growth rates produced by policies GP1 and GP3 on one side and GP2 on
the other side would be less impressive in any real-life case. Accordingly, the results of
these simulations suggest that none of the three generic policies can be discarded as wrong
by default if decision-makers do not expect or desire a higher growth rate. Remembering
that there may be reasons decision-makers in small companies are reticent toward the risks
implied by policy GP2, the results discussed here suggest that their reticence does not
necessarily lead to growth-related problems, especially when the growth goal is moderate.
However, here this conclusion is only proposed for operational formulations of the
generic policies that account for the stress resulting from interdependency between the two
resources salesforce and production capacity, or any other resources used to incite demand and
to sustain demand, respectively. Recapitulating:
1.

2.

An increased salesforce generates an augmented stress on production capacity and
calls for a more-than-proportional effort to increase production capacity: even small
increases of the salesforce would require an important (financial) effort to adjust
production capacity sufficiently and timely.
An increased production capacity generates stress on the salesforce (because the current
salesforce cannot sell enough, which leads to increased salesforce salary costs per unit
sold). The comparatively short recruitment delay implies that the effort needed to
adjust the salesforce is smaller than the efforts which have gone into the production
capacity increase. An alternative interpretation would be: the more one increases
the production capacity per period of time, the easier it becomes that an adequately
adjusted salesforce can generate the new orders needed for the sales revenue to lead to a
sufficient salesforce salary budget to sustain this increased salesforce.

Based on this theoretical result, several questions arise. The general reasoning can be
expected from decision-makers with sufficient relevant knowledge and time to (a) develop
a mental model containing the relevant elements of the situation’s structure [46], to (b)
infer the dynamic implications and to (c) convert them into decision rules. Clearly, not
all individuals are trained or innate systems thinkers [47]. Clearly, the time available for
deliberation and policymaking is often insufficient. Therefore, it is not surprising that
experimental studies have reported evidence that human individuals frequently fail to
achieve sustained growth [12,13,37,48]. However, the empirical finding that real people
tend to take decisions that do not achieve sustained growth calls for an explanation in
terms of (a) what real individuals’ mental models contain, (b) which implications they
derive from their mental models, and (c) what their decision rules are.
The area of mental models can be approached in different manners. One can take the
observed behaviors and externally reconstruct decision rules which are able to replicate
the behaviors; this approach is compatible with the “talk is cheap” lemma of economic
experiments [49] and is applied in some mental model studies [37]. However, the actual
mental model of an individual is not necessarily replicated by an externally reconstructed
decision-rule: even in the generic case discussed here, different policies and decision-rules
like P1 and P3 can lead to very similar behaviors and final results. If different policies
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can be the driver beneath a certain behavior, the ability to generate this behavior with one
policy only proves that one has found one policy to yield this behavior, but not the policy
behind the behavior. Seen from this angle, eliciting the mental models people can articulate
is a feasible and defendable way to obtain data concerning the structural representation and
the reasoning of individuals, as practiced in cognitive psychology [49–53], in organization
studies [54,55], and systems research [56,57]. A particularly relevant question follows
from the fact that “mental models of dynamic systems” [46] only describe the structure
an individual recognizes, whereas “mental models of possibilities” as used in cognitive
psychology [58] represent the reasoning, but traditionally related to events rather than
dynamic behaviors: so, can both types of mental models be combined such as to study
mentally represented structure as well as the reasoning? Theoretical and empirical studies
dealing with this question are called for.
For the dynamic decision situation, where interdependent resources must be steered
such as to achieve sustained growth, there are several questions, some theoretical and
others empirical. The theoretical questions are:
1.

2.

Does the set of three generic policies discussed here cover the possibilities of how to
think about steering two (groups of) interdependent resources? The argument made
in this article is that if any steering logic can be mapped to a feedback loop, and there
are only two types of feedback loop, then there are only four possibilities: two of
them are the combinations of one reinforcing and one balancing loop, one comprises
two reinforcing loops, and the fourth possibility would be two balancing loops. If the
decision-makers goals include growth, one must then decide if balancing loops alone
can drive growth, or if this would mean that the driver is a third, balancing, loop
passing through entities outside the organization. Another potential extension follows
from the fact that the current generic policies are “single-loop” architectures. One
might also consider the design of double-loop architectures, where the values of some
parameters like the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries could be corrected depending
on the tendency of an indicator over time, for instance an excessive production capacity.
This might enable decision-makers to improve their policies over time. Certainly,
deciding this question exclusively on theoretical grounds is a limitation of the current
discussion, and if this line of inquiry is furthered, a reference taxonomy similar to the
system archetypes discussed decades ago in the intersection between organizational
learning and systems thinking [59].
Can all operationally formulated policies be directly assigned to one of the generic
policies—resulting in a two-level hierarchy of policies—or should there be an intermediate level? Possibly the current two levels are too limited, especially when
several operational policies have shared traits. This is already a question to ask
regarding the possibility to have a version of GP1 where each resource is steered
by a double-loop architecture. But consider also the following example. Regarding
adjustments driven by balancing loops, the adjustments to a resource might include
a supercompensation—not only adjusting to the level indicated at the time of adjustment, but a little more. This is a kind of homeostatic response to an imbalance.
The process of homeostasis can be found in many areas of natural and social systems [60,61]. Since supercompensation adjusts more than needed to close a gap, it can
be thought of as anticipating future adjustment needs before they can be detected in
the real situation, which is not only well-known in sports science [62], but also a kind
of predictive homeostasis, sometimes referred to as allostasis [63]. Such additional
formulations may be additional generic policies or additional instances of already
identified generic policies.

Even before the theoretical questions can be answered, there are also several
empirical questions:
1.

Which decision rules operationalize individuals’ policies? what is the reasoning
leading them to their respective policies and which features of the decision situation
(including the interdependencies and the different delays) play a role in their reason-
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2.
3.
4.
5.

ing? The chain recognized features → reasoning → policy is relevant because flaws
in a policy will usually be the consequence of reasoning errors, which may be the
consequence of not accounting for relevant features of the decision situation [37], in
particular interdependencies and delays.
Do the policies of real individuals always match with one of the three generic policies
or does the set of generic policies need to be extended?
With which relative frequency is each generic policy chosen?
How successful are the policies?
Do individuals change some aspects of how to carry out their policy or even switch to
an entirely different policy over the iterations of perceiving the situation, interpreting
it, and taking a decision?

Many more specific questions will be relevant according to different disciplines like
cognitive psychology, learning science, educational research, or decision science, and
human–computer interaction. Each particular experiment will confront participants with
numerous features, which may be more or less salient to different participants according
to each participant’s prior knowledge, individual personality traits, and the dynamic
unfolding of the situation over the iterating decisions. For instance, assuming that the
reasoning concerning the interdependencies and the stress put on one resource by the
behavior of the other resource are not obvious to naïve individuals, such individuals might
be cued to noticing the mutual reactions of change and stress by including a display that
is made more salient when the stress on one resource increases. The salience of “stress”
might depend on how different senses are provided stimuli—possibly combining vision
with audition or the proprioception of movement.
There is an array of possibilities, and provided the design details of each experiment,
the elicited data and the methods for analyzing it are made transparent; study results will
be cumulative.
5. Conclusions
This article has examined a dynamic problem requiring decision-makers to achieve
sustained market growth by increasing two interdependent organizational resources that
react with different speeds. Since one of these resources is needed to increase demand and
the other one is necessary for sustaining demand, decision-makers must choose between
three general policies. Each of these policies implies a different system structure of three
interlocking feedback loops:
1.
2.
3.

Use the quick-to-react resource to drive growth (reinforcing loop) and adjust the
slow-to-react resource as needed (balancing loop).
Use the slow-to-react resource to drive growth (reinforcing loop) and adjust the
quick-to-react resource as needed (balancing loop).
Use both resources simultaneously to drive growth (two reinforcing loops).

Previous publications have focused on the first two policies and warned that the
first one risks provoking a quick and strong surge of demand, but after this initial boom,
demand cannot be satisfied and growth switches to decline and even collapse. This has
been associated to the different speeds of reaction of the two resources, arguing that the
delay leads decision-makers to overemphasize the quick-to-react resource. However, the
simulations discussed in this article show that all three policies can in principle take the
difference in speed of reaction into account: changes to one resource lay stress on the other
resource, and this stress can be used to decide how much effort to put in changing the other
resource. Decision-makers wishing to avoid the risks inherent in the investments required
by the second policy are not condemned to overshoot and collapse. However, the second
policy leads to much higher performance in terms of sales growth.
Two important limitations of this theoretical examination stem from the fact that it is
based on simulation of one specific way to spell out the generic policies. Only empirical
work with human decision-makers can show which of these generic policies is chosen
more frequently and which specific reasoning and decision rules are put forward by these
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individuals. These limitations notwithstanding, the results presented here, and the decision
situation as implemented in the simulation model are now available for designing and
carrying out experimental work.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/systems9020043/s1.Handout S1—Zeiteisen—Introduction for participants. Handout S2—
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Appendix A. Simulation Model on the INTERNET
The model can be freely accessed and run (without subscription) on the Internet, using
any web browser and navigating to the following URL: https://exchange.iseesystems.
Systems 2021, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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com/public/martin-schaffernicht/zeiteisen-policies-explorer (accessed on 1 June
2021).
There is only one screen, as shown in the following figure (Figure A1):
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ticle discusses the behavior assuming one specific policy implementation fraction, but
article discusses the behavior assuming one specific policy implementation fraction, but
model users can explore how behavior and performance change when a different
value is used.
•
For policies P1 and P3, the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries can be changed to
values smaller than or greater than the default value of 25%. Around 30%, oscillations appear. This is not addressed in the article, but readers may be interested in
this aspect.
•
For policy P2, one can use the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries to impose an
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model users can explore how behavior and performance change when a different
value is used.
For policies P1 and P3, the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries can be changed to values
smaller than or greater than the default value of 25%. Around 30%, oscillations appear.
This is not addressed in the article, but readers may be interested in this aspect.
For policy P2, one can use the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries to impose an
upper limit on recruitments. Table 2 in the article reports on this under the title “P2
limited,” but one can explore the range of effects by varying the control for revenue
fraction for salesforce salaries.
Capacity construction delay accounted for: By default, the computations are based on
the total capacity, including the capacity under construction, to avoid the oscillations
typical for second order negative feedback loops. This can be deactivated to explore
how behaviors change.
Proactive capacity reasoning: by default, the computations assuming that the degree
of change of production capacity is determined proactively. This can be deactivated to
explore how behaviors change.

•

•

•

•

The green “run the model” command button starts an interactive simulation, which
then can be stopped by the red “stop the run” button. The “restore” button will reset all
parameters to their respective default values and erase the graphics.
Appendix B. Summary Results from All Simulated Policies
The following Table A1 reports the same variables and indicators as Table 2 in the
article, but it includes the results for policies P1 and P3 for alternative values of the revenue
fraction for salesforce salaries. It is important to consider the production capacity and the
accumulation of overcapacity (either too many or too few salespeople compared to production
capacity) to interpret the results in terms of accumulated profits. The unit purchasing cost
of production capacity is so high that the company cannot recover the initial expenses in
the first year. It follows that if more production capacity is built in the first year, accumulated
profits will have increasingly negative numbers. Over the life cycle time of the equipment
(production capacity), each unit will become profitable provided the company can sell
according to production capacity. However, if there is overcapacity, the sales revenues will
not recover the initial expenses. This is where P2 does better than P1 and P2, especially
when compared to the alternative values of the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries.
Table A1. Results from simulating the policies with different assumptions concerning the revenue fraction for salesforce salaries.
Specific Policy
Indicator

P1 Default

P1 50%

P1 75%

P2 Default

P2 Limited

P3 Default

P3 50%

P3 75%

Parameters
policy
implementation
fraction

0.2

revenue fraction
for salesforce
salaries

25%

50%

75%

Sales Force

398

11,402

29,698

Theoretically
sellable

3585

103,000

Production
Capacity

5930

Production
capacity surplus
or lack absolute

2344

0.7

na

0.6

25%

25%

50%

75%

12,656

398

398

9435

28,200

267,000

113,907

3585

3585

84,914

253,801

56,539

93,209

118,860

16,974

6200

35,744

70,105

−46,461

−173,791

4952

13,388

2615

−49,169

−183,696

Model Variables
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Table A1. Cont.
Specific Policy
Indicator

P1 Default

P1 50%

P1 75%

P2 Default

P2 Limited

P3 Default

P3 50%

P3 75%

Production
capacity surplus
or lack relative

65%

−45%

−65%

4%

373%

73%

−58%

−72%

Accumulated
deliveries

66,284

585,194

921,889

823,596

66,284

66,284

724,657

1,435,274

Accumulated
excess
production
capacity

68,859

4487

3962

65,959

232,489

68,723

6164

3962

Accumulated
excess salesforce

0

469,547

1,487,410

0

0

0

799,017

3,102,219

Delivery delay
real

2.0

3.5

5.3

2.0

2.0

2.0

5.2

6.7

Accumulated
profits

−126,630,840

−2,106,130,554

−4,043,396,613

−5,700,338,232

−458,165,449

−89,220,517

−798,131,201

−1,732,646,384

Additional Indicators
Additional
deliveries

49,004

567,914

904,609

806,316

49,004

49,004

707,377

1,417,994

Total growth
in %

284%

3287%

5235%

4666%

284%

284%

4094%

8206%

Monthy
growth rate

9%

34%

39%

38%

9%

9%

36%

44%

Steady state
deliveries at
end of year

49,004

567,914

904,609

806,316

49,004

49,004

707,377

1,417,994

Accelerating
growth

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Behavior
smoothness of
resources

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Strength of
growth

Moderate

Extreme

Extreme

Extreme

Moderate

Moderate

Extreme

Extreme

Sustainable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Delivery delay
behavior

Steady

Increase

Increase

Steady

Steady

Steady

Increase

Increase

Delivery delay
values

Constant

Oscillation

Oscillation

Constant

Constant

Constant

Oscillation

Oscillation

Likely to be
followed

Yes

No

No

Tes

No

Yes

No

No

Appendix C. Model Documentation
The simulation model has been developed using the STELLA Architect software
package. The equations are presented using the following typographical conventions.
Stock variables are printed in boldface; the connected flow variables are boldface italic.
All other elements are referred to as intermediate variables, including constants. The
model is organized in sectors—groupings of variables—and one module (like a sub-model).
Inside each sector (and module), the sequence of presentation is stocks, flows, and then
intermediate variables in alphabetical order. In total, the model has 8 stocks and 12 flows.
Appendix C.1. Main Model
Appendix C.1.1. Salesforce
Searching(t) = Searching(t − dt) + (to_recruit − recruited) * dt.
INIT Searching = 0.
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Number of currently searched for salespeople.
USED BY: recruited, relative_SF_gap, total_salesforce.
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INFLOW: to_recruit = IF(autopilot_switch = 0) THEN(now_hiring/time_unit) ELSE
(recruitment_by_policy/time_unit).
UNITS: Individual/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly decision to search for additional salespeople.
USED BY: net_salesforce_decisions, Searching.
OUTFLOW: recruited = INT (Searching/hiring_delay).
UNITS: Individual/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly actual recruitment of new salespeople.
USED BY: Searching, Sales_Force.
Sales_Force(t) = Sales_Force(t − dt) + (recruited − laid_off) * dt.
INIT Sales_Force = 40.
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Currently working salespeople.
USED BY: payable_additional_salesforce, orders, salesman_productivity_reported,
minimum_delivery_to_pay_current_salesforce, Accounting, relative_SF_gap, expected_
sales, total_salesforce, theoretically_sellable, Accounting.salesforce_costs.
INFLOW: recruited = INT(Searching/hiring_delay).
UNITS: Individual/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly actual recruitment of new salespeople.
USED BY: Searching, Sales_Force.
OUTFLOW: laid_off = −now_firing/firing_delay.
UNITS: Individual/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of laid off salespeople.
USED BY: net_salesforce_decisions, Sales_Force.
Appendix C.1.2. Production Capacity
Capacity_in_preparation(t) = Capacity_in_preparation(t − dt) + (additional_
production_capacity − going_into_service) * dt.
INIT Capacity_in_preparation = 0.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Capacity units being prepared currently.
USED BY: Production_Capacity_considered.
INFLOW: additional_production_capacity = additional_production_capacity_
Participant * (autopilot_switch = 0) + capacity_adjustment_by_P1 * (autopilot_switch
* Policy = 1) + capacity_adjustment_by_P2 * (autopilot_switch * Policy = 2) + capacity_adjustment_by_P3 * (autopilot_switch * Policy = 3).
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Additional Capacity units whose preparation is decided per week. If autopilot is
off, then the box/slider put a fraction of the investment indicated by effort. If the autopilot
is on, then the Policy controls the decision: (1) P1 and P2: investment indicated by effort;
(3): P3, additional production capacity P3.
USED BY: going_into_service, Accounting, net_production_capacity_decisions, Accounting.investment_costs, Capacity_in_preparation.
OUTFLOW:
going_into_service
=
DELAY(additional_production_capacity;
capacity_installment_delay; 0).
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Capacity units going on-line per week.
USED BY: Capacity_in_preparation, Production_Capacity.
Production_Capacity(t) = Production_Capacity(t − dt) + (going_into_service −
capacity_sold_off) * dt.
INIT Production_Capacity = PC_init.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of watches that can be produced at full capacity utilization
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USED BY: producible, Potentials, Production_Capacity_considered, Accounting,
CUF_indicated, delivery_delay_min, Potentials.PPC_5, Potentials.PPC_6, Potentials.PPC_7,
Potentials.PPC_10,
Potentials.PPC_12,
Potentials.PPC_14,
Potentials.PPC_15,
Potentials.PPC_18, Potentials.PPC_21, Accounting.capacity_maintenance_costs.
INFLOW: going_into_service = DELAY (additional_production_capacity; capacity_
installment_delay; 0).
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Capacity units going on-line per week.
USED BY: Capacity_in_preparation, Production_Capacity.
OUTFLOW: capacity_sold_off = −disinvestment.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Capacity units sold off per week.
USED BY: net_production_capacity_decisions, Production_Capacity.
Appendix C.1.3. Orders
Backlog(t) = Backlog(t − dt) + (orders − deliveries) * dt.
INIT Backlog = 720.
UNITS: Device.
DEF: All orders currently waiting to be produced and delivered.
USED BY: delivery_delay_real, deliveries_max, Potentials, CUF_indicated, delivery_delay_min, desirable_deliveries.
INFLOW: orders = INT(Sales_Force * effect_of_delivery_delay_on_demand * salesman_productivity_max).
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of new orders.
USED BY: salesman_productivity_reported, Backlog.
OUTFLOW: deliveries = MIN (producible; deliveries_limit).
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of delivered orders.
USED BY: delivery_delay_real, sales_revenues, Accounting, additonal_deliveries,
Accounting.variable_costs, Accounting.unit_production_cost, Accounting.variable_capital_
costs, Accounting.variable_worker_costs, Backlog.
Appendix C.1.4. Intermediate Variables
Additional_production_capacity_Participant = IF (Capacity_adjustment_box = 0)
THEN (investment_indicated_by_effort * Capacity_adjustment_slider) ELSE (investment_
indicated_by_effort * Capacity_adjustment_box)
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Additional production capacity according to a player.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity.
Additional_salesforce_for_excess_producibility = theoretic_excess_productibility/(0.9
* salesman_productivity_max)
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Number of additional salespeople that would be needed to sell those watches
that can be produced but not sold by the current workforce.
USED BY: recruitment_by_policy, Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_Capacity
additional_SF_monthly_salary_costs = payable_additional_salesforce * salesperson_
monthly_salary.
UNITS: Euros/Month.
DEF: Money implied by salaries of the additional salespeople.
autopilot_switch = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: if set to 1, the model policies regulate the decisins; if set to 0, users take
the decisions.
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USED BY: deliveries_limit, additional_production_capacity, to_recruit
capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_effort = Capacity_indicated_by_effort-Production
_Capacity_considered.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Theoretically indicated additional production capacity units according to the
“stress” reasoning. This is the stock’s value, so it cannot directly be used in a flow.
USED BY: investment_indicated_by_effort, disinvestment_indicated_by_effort
Capacity_fractional_effort = (desirable_deliveries/theoretically_productible)/2.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Capacity_indicated_by_effort.
Capacity_adjustment_box = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Value of the edit box in the user interface.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity_Participant, disinvestment
Capacity_adjustment_slider = 0.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Value of the slider in the user interface.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity_Participant, disinvestment.
Capacity_indicated_by_effort = Production_Capacity_considered * (proactiveness +
Capacity_fractional_effort).
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_effort.
capacity_installment_delay = 8
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: going_into_service.
Capacity_Utilization_Fraction = Shifts_per_week/Shifts_per_week_max.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: producible, theoretically_productible.
Days_per_week = 7.
UNITS: days/week.
USED BY: Shifts_per_week.
delay_perceived = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Allows to simulate according to if the decision-maker takes the capacity installment delay into account (=1, default) or not (=0: like in the literature).
USED BY: Production_Capacity_considered.
delay_perception_time = 6.
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: delivery_delay_perceived.
deliveries_limit = INT (deliveries_max/(1 + autopilot_switch))
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: deliveries.
delivery_delay_perceived = SMTH1 (delivery_delay_real; delay_perception_time;
delivery_delay_real).
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: The clients’ expectation regarding the delivery delay, which adjusts progressively
to the actual delivery delay.
USED BY: effect_of_delivery_delay_on_demand.
delivery_delay_real = SAFEDIV(Backlog; deliveries).
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Actual number of weeks it takes between order and delivery.
USED BY: delivery_delay_perceived, reported_delivery_delay disinvestment = IF
(Capacity_adjustment_box = 0) THEN (disinvestment_indicated_by_effort * Capacity_
adjustment_slider) ELSE (disinvestment_indicated_by_effort * Capacity_adjustment_box).
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UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
USED BY: capacity_sold_off.
Disinvestment_indicated_by_effort = MIN(0; capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_
effort)/time_unit.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Theoretically indicated excess production capacity units according to the “stress”
reasoning. Adjusted to time units to fit as flow variable.
USED BY: disinvestment.
effect_of_delivery_delay_on_demand = GRAPH(delivery_delay_perceived).
Input

Output

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.000
0.970
0.900
0.730
0.530
0.380
0.250
0.150
0.080
0.030
0.020

UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Effect of the expectation regarding the delivery delay on the willingness to buy.
USED BY: orders.
expected_sales_revenues = SMTH1(sales_revenues; revenue_averaging_time; sales
_revenues).
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
DEF: The expected sales revenues are a moving average of the past weeks.
USED BY: payable_salesforce, budget_for_salesforce_costs.
firing_delay = 1.
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Time it takes to implement layoff decisions.
USED BY: laid_off.
hiring_delay = 1 + relative_SF_gap * (hiring_delay_max-hiring_delay_min)
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Time it takes to find and recruit the number of additional salespeople sought for.
Depends on the relationship of the number of searched salespeople to the current salesforce.
USED BY: recruited.
hiring_delay_max = 4.
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Longest possible time to find and recruit additional salespeople.
USED BY: hiring_delay.
hiring_delay_min = 1.
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Shortest possible time to find and recruit additional salespeople.
USED BY: hiring_delay.
Investment_indicated_by_effort = MAX(capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_effort;
0)/time_unit.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: Theoretically indicated additional production capacity units according to the
“stress” reasoning. Adjusted to time units to fit as flow variable.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity_Participant, capacity_adjustment_by_P1,
capacity_adjustment_by_P2, additional_capacity_investment_costs.
Sales_force_box = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Value of the edit box in the user interface.
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USED BY: now_hiring_C, now_firing_C.
Sales_force_slider = 0
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Value of the slider in the user interface.
USED BY: now_hiring_E, now_firing_E.
recruitment_by_policy = IF(Policy = 2) THEN(additional_salesforce_for_excess_
producibility) ELSE(payable_additional_salesforce).
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Weekly number of salespeople to be searched and recruited according to one pf
the policies implemented in the model. If it is policy P2, then hiring is driven by the additional salesforce for excess producibility, otherwise it is driven by payable
additional salesforce.
USED BY: to_recruit.
Now_firing = IF(now_firing_C=0) THEN(now_firing_E) ELSE(now_firing_C)
UNITS: Individual.
USED BY: laid_off.
Now_firing_C = INT(Sales_force_box * MIN(0; payable_additional_salesforce)).
UNITS: Individual.
USED BY: now_firing.
Now_firing_E = INT(Sales_force_slider * MIN(0; payable_additional_salesforce)).
UNITS: Individual.
USED BY: now_firing.
Now_hiring = IF(now_hiring_C = 0) THEN(now_hiring_E) ELSE(now_hiring_C).
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Weekly number of salespeople to be searched and recruited according to a player.
USED BY: to_recruit.
Now_hiring_C = INT(Sales_force_box * MAX(payable_additional_salesforce; 0))
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Weekly number of salespeople to be searched and recruited according to a player
if the user interface has an edit box as control.
USED BY: now_hiring.
Now_hiring_E = INT(Sales_force_slider * MAX(payable_additional_salesforce; 0))
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Weekly number of salespeople to be searched and recruited according to a player
if the user interface has a slider as control.
USED BY: now_hiring.
Payable_additional_salesforce = payable_salesforce-Sales_Force.
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Number of additional salespeoplpe which can be paid, accounting for the
currently searched salespeople (to avoid oscillations).
USED
BY:
recruitment_by_policy,
now_hiring
_E, now_hiring_C, now_firing_C, now_firing_E, additional_SF_monthly_salary_costs,
sales_force_growth_rate, Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_budget.
payable_salesforce = INT((revenue_fraction_for_salesforce_salaries * expected_sales_
revenues)/(salesperson_monthly_salary/weeks_per_month))
UNITS: Individual.
DEF: Payable number pf salespeople according to the salaries and the expected sales
revenues, assuming a stable fraction.
USED BY: payable_additional_salesforce, Potentials, Potentials.payable_sales
PC_init = 1512.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: 1512.
proactiveness = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
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DEF: Used to determine capacity indicated by effort, which can be in a reactive mode
to replicate results from Forrester and from Morecroft, or in a proactive mode to drive, for
instance, the weightlifter.
USED BY: Capacity_indicated_by_effort.
producible = INT(Capacity_Utilization_Fraction * Production_Capacity).
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: deliveries.
Production_Capacity_considered = delay_perceived * Capacity_in_preparation
+Production_Capacity.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: theoretically_productible, Capacity_indicated_by_effort, capacity_
adjustment_indicated_by_effort, capacity_adjustment_by_P3, Capacity_indicated_by
_delay_gap, capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_delay_gap.
relative_SF_gap = Searching/Sales_Force.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: The relationship of the number of searched salespeople to the current salesforce.
USED BY: hiring_delay.
revenue_averaging_time = 3.
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: Number of weeks in the moving average for sales values expected.
USED BY: expected_sales_revenues.
revenue_fraction_for_salesforce_salaries = 0.25.
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Percentage of the expected sales revenues which can be used for paying salesforce
salaries. In the original mode = 0.1. Under the price and salary assumptions of the
revised model, it has to be at least 19.5% (initialization equilibrium). If = 25%, the default
situation generates the possibility to pay 51 salespeople, therefore there is space to hire
additional salesforce.
USED BY: payable_salesforce, budget_for_salesforce_costs.
Sales_revenues = deliveries * unit_sales_price.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
DEF: Amount received for the watches delivered weekly.
USED BY: expected_sales_revenues, Accounting, Accounting.total_revenues.
Salesman_productivity_max = 10.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Individual.
DEF: Highest theoretical number of weekly new orders one salesperson can achieve.
USED BY: orders, minimum_delivery_to_pay_current_salesforce, expected_sales,
salesforce_costs_per_watch, theoretically_sellable, additional_salesforce_for_excess_
producibility.
Salesperson_monthly_salary = 3000.
UNITS: Euros/Month/Individual.
DEF: Monthly salary for each of the salespeople.
USED BY: payable_salesforce, Accounting, additional_SF_monthly_salary_costs, salesforce_costs_per_watch, Accounting.salesforce_costs.
Shifts_per_day = 3.
UNITS: shifts/days.
USED BY: Shifts_per_week.
Shifts_per_week = Days_per_week*Shifts_per_day.
UNITS: shifts/week.
USED BY: Capacity_Utilization_Fraction, Accounting, Accounting.extra_shifts_multiplier.
Shifts_per_week_max = 21.
UNITS: shifts/week.
USED BY: Capacity_Utilization_Fraction.
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theoretic_excess_productibility = MAX(theoretically_productible-theoretically_
sellable; 0).
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of producible watches that would not be sold with the current
salesforce.
USED BY: additional_salesforce_for_excess_producibility.
Theoretically_productible = Capacity_Utilization_Fraction * Production_Capacity
_considered
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of producible watches according to the considered production
capacity and the capacity utilization fraction.
USED BY: Capacity_fractional_effort, theoretic_excess_productibility
theoretically_sellable = Sales_Force * 0.9 * salesman_productivity_max
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: Weekly number of new orders which the salesforce could achieve at the maximum productivity.
USED BY: theoretic_excess_productibility.
unit_sales_price = 431.
UNITS: Euros/Device.
DEF: Amount paid by clients per watch.
USED BY: sales_revenues.
weeks_per_month = 4.
UNITS: Weeks/Month.
DEF: Each month is assumed to last exactly 4 weeks.
USED BY: payable_salesforce, Accounting, salesforce_costs_per_watch, Accounting.salesforce_costs.
Appendix C.2. Policy GP1
capacity_adjustment_by_P1 = (investment_indicated_by_effort * Policy_1_by_effort +
capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_delay_gap * (1 - Policy_1_by_effort)) * P1_fraction.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity.
capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_delay_gap = (Capacity_indicated_by_delay_gapProduction_Capacity_considered)/time_unit.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P1.
Capacity_indicated_by_delay_gap = delivery_delay_gap_relative * Production_
Capacity_considered.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_delay_gap.
delivery_delay_gap = reported_delivery_delay-desired_delivery_delay.
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: delivery_delay_gap_relative.
Delivery_delay_gap_relative = delivery_delay_gap/desired_delivery_delay.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Capacity_indicated_by_delay_gap.
Delivery_delay_reporting_time = 4.
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: reported_delivery_delay.
P1_fraction = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P1.
Policy_1_by_effort = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
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DEF: 1: depending on the effort logic.
0: reactive, depending on the delay gap.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P1.
reported_delivery_delay = SMTH1(delivery_delay_real; delivery_delay_reporting_
time; delivery_delay_real).
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: DD_underrun, delivery_delay_gap.
Appendix C.3. Policy GP2
capacity_adjustment_by_P2 = P2_fraction * investment_indicated_by_effort.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity.
P2_fraction = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P2.
Appendix C.4. Policy GP3
capacity_adjustment_by_P3 = (sales_force_growth_rate * P3a_fraction) * Production_Capacity_considered/time_unit.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
DEF: In salesforce changes X%, so shall the production capacity.
USED BY: additional_production_capacity.
P3a_fraction = 1.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P3.
sales_force_growth_rate = payable_additional_salesforce/total_salesforce.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: capacity_adjustment_by_P3.
Appendix C.5. Stress_on_Salesforce
Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_budget = SAFEDIV(payable_additional_salesforce;
total_salesforce; 0).
UNITS: unitless.
DEF: Fraction of the salary costs for the additonal required salesforce as compared to
the salary costs of the current total salesforce.
This was one option for representing the stress on the salesforce resource, but it is
currently not used.
Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_Capacity = SAFEDIV(additional_salesforce_for_
excess_producibility; total_salesforce; 0)
UNITS: unitless
DEF: Fraction of additional salespeople which would be required as compared to the
current total salesforce. This is not used in the model’s computations, but fed to the user
(human decision-maker) on the user interface.
total_salesforce = Sales_Force+Searching.
UNITS: Individual.
USED BY: Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_Capacity, sales_force_growth_rate, Salesforce_fractional_effort_from_budget.
Appendix C.6. Auxiliary_Calculations
Accumulated_DD_underrun(t) = Accumulated_DD_underrun(t − dt) + (DD_
underrun) * dt.
INIT Accumulated_DD_underrun = 0.
UNITS: Weeks.
INFLOW: DD_underrun = MAX(2-reported_delivery_delay; 0)/time_unit.
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UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Accumulated_DD_underrun.
Accumulated_deliveries(t) = Accumulated_deliveries(tt − dt) + (additonal_
deliveries) * dt
INIT Accumulated_deliveries = 0.
UNITS: Device.
INFLOW: additonal_deliveries = deliveries.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: Accumulated_deliveries.
additional_capacity_investment_costs = investment_indicated_by_effort * Accounting.investiment_cost_of_capacity_unit
UNITS: Euros.
CUF_indicated = ((Backlog/2)/time_unit)/Production_Capacity.
UNITS: unitless.
Current_week = TIME.
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: Game_on.
deliveries_max = Backlog/time_unit.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
USED BY: deliveries_limit.
delivery_delay_min = Backlog/Production_Capacity.
UNITS: Weeks.
desirable_deliveries = Backlog/desired_delivery_delay.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
DEF: The weekly deliveries which are just enough to keep the delivery delay equal to
the desired delivery delay.
USED BY: Capacity_fractional_eff.ort.
desired_delivery_delay = 2.
UNITS: Weeks.
DEF: The goal: 2 weeks.
USED BY: desirable_deliveries, delivery_delay_gap, delivery_delay_gap_relative
expected_sales = Sales_Force * salesman_productivity_max * 0.9
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
Game_on = 51-Current_week.
UNITS: Weeks.
minimum_delivery_to_pay_current_salesforce = (salesman_productivity_max * 0.85)
* Sales_Force.
UNITS: Device/Weeks.
net_production_capacity_decisions = additional_production_capacity-capacity_
sold_off.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
net_salesforce_decisions = to_recruit-laid_off.
UNITS: Individual/Weeks.
salesman_productivity_reported = orders/Sales_Force.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Individual.
time_unit = 1.
UNITS: Weeks.
USED BY: CUF_indicated, deliveries_max, DD_underrun, to_recruit, disinvestment_
indicated_by_effort, capacity_adjustment_by_P3, investment_indicated_by_effort, capacity_adjustment_indicated_by_delay_gap.
Appendix C.7. Accounting Module
Accounting.Accumulated_profits(t) = Accumulated_profits(tt − dt) + (weekly_
profits) * dt.
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INIT Accounting.Accumulated_profits = 0.
UNITS: Euros.
INFLOWS: accounting.weekly_profits = total_revenues-total_costs.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.Accumulated_profits.
Accounting.capacity_maintenance_costs = Production_Capacity * maintenance_
costs_per_capacity_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.total_costs, Accounting.total_production_costs.
Accounting.capacity_sold_off = 0.
UNITS: Device/Weeks/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.sell_off_revenue.
Accounting.effective_variable_cost_per_unit = (1-labor_cost_fraction) * variable_
costs_per_unit + labor_costs_per_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Device.
USED BY: Accounting.variable_costs.
Accounting.extra_shifts_multiplier = GRAPH(.Shifts_per_week).
Input

Output

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
1.041666667
1.107142857
0.0000
0.0000
1.1250
0.0000
1.1666666667
0.0000
1.232142857
1.2500
0.0000
0.0000
1.291666667
0.0000
0.0000
1.357142857

UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Accounting.labor_costs_per_unit.
Accounting.investiment_cost_of_capacity_unit = 20,000.
UNITS: Euros/(Device/Weeks).
USED BY: Accounting.investment_costs, Accounting.sell_off_price_per_unit, additional_capacity_investment_costs, capacity_cost_per_watch, additional_production_
capacity_P3_b.
Accounting.investment_costs = additional_production_capacity * investiment_cost_
of_capacity_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.total_costs.
Accounting.labor_cost_fraction = 0.7
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Accounting.labor_cost_per_unit_normal, Accounting.effective_variable_
cost_per_unit, Accounting.variable_capital_costs.
Accounting.labor_cost_per_unit_normal = labor_cost_fraction * variable_costs
_per_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Device.
USED BY: Accounting.labor_costs_per_unit
Accounting.labor_costs = variable_worker_costs+salesforce_costs
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UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
Accounting.labor_costs_per_unit = labor_cost_per_unit_normal * extra_shifts_multiplier
UNITS: Euros/Device.
USED BY: Accounting.effective_variable_cost_per_unit, Accounting.variable_
worker_costs.
Accounting.maintenance_costs_per_capacity_unit = 0.
UNITS: Euros/Device.
DEF: Was originally set to 48. Put to 0 on December 4 2019 because of an unclear
computation error.
USED BY: Accounting.capacity_maintenance_costs
Accounting.salesforce_costs = salesperson_monthly_salary/weeks_per_month *.
Sales_Force
UNITS: Euros/Weeks
USED BY: Accounting.total_costs, Accounting.labor_costs
Accounting.sell_off_discount_fraction = 0.5.
UNITS: unitless.
USED BY: Accounting.sell_off_price_per_unit.
Accounting.sell_off_price_per_unit = (1-sell_off_discount_fraction) * investiment_cost
_of_capacity_unit.
UNITS: Euros/(Device/Weeks).
USED BY: Accounting.sell_off_revenue.
Accounting.sell_off_revenue = capacity_sold_off * sell_off_price_per_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.total_revenues.
Accounting.total_costs = investment_costs + capacity_maintenance_costs + variable_
costs + salesforce_costs.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.weekly_profits.
Accounting.total_production_costs = variable_costs+capacity_maintenance_costs.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.unit_production_cost.
Accounting.total_revenues = sales_revenues+sell_off_revenue.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.weekly_profits.
Accounting.unit_production_cost = SAFEDIV(total_production_costs; deliveries).
UNITS: Euros/Device.
Accounting.variable_capital_costs = deliveries * ((1-labor_cost_fraction) * variable_
costs_per_unit).
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
Accounting.variable_costs = deliveries * effective_variable_cost_per_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.total_costs, Accounting.total_production_costs.
Accounting.variable_costs_per_unit = 200.
UNITS: Euros/Device.
USED BY: Accounting.labor_cost_per_unit_normal, Accounting.effective_variable_
cost_per_unit, Accounting.variable_capital_costs.
Accounting.variable_worker_costs = .deliveries * labor_costs_per_unit.
UNITS: Euros/Weeks.
USED BY: Accounting.labor_costs.
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